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Title (Title of the exercise)  

Keywords: concentration, differences, repetition 

Duration: 25 minutes 

Short description 

Exercise is to make children very focused on the task. Warm-up exercises are performed 

individually, and the core exercise is performed in pairs. 

Objectives 

• better concentration 

• ability to focus attention 

• better memory 

Activity(ies) (Stages) 

Warm-up exercise: (10 minutes) 

The teacher gives learners 2 sets of random words composed of random letters. Words don't 

have to mean anything. The learners task is to compare both sets and find differences 

between them. 

Example: 

Set 1: kksia dkoakd aodsja biuasda bauiasd aiusb aius 

Set 2: kksla dkoakd azdsja biuasda bquiasd aiusb wius 

Solution: kksla dkoakd azdsja biuasda bquiasd aiusb wius 

 

Core activities. (15 minutes) 

The teacher brings to the classroom various figures (you can use the items available in class) 

and an office lamp.  

He sets up the item in front of the office lamp so that the item casts a shadow.  

The children's task is to outline the thrown shadow. 

Modify the position of the lamp so that the shadow changes. Discuss this with the children. 

Ask them what they have insight about this physical phenomenon. Let children experiment 

with the position of the lamp so that they understand the phenomenon even better. 



Tips for trainers  

Modify the position of the lamp so that the shadow changes. Discuss this with the children. 

Ask them what they have insight about this physical phenomenon. Let children experiment 

with the position of the lamp so that they understand the phenomenon even better. 

List of resources, materials etc. 

Warm – up exercise: Prepare different cards for students with different errors on them. 

Core activity - lamp. objects that can be used for lighting [various toys / figurines will work 

best] 

Evaluation/Feedback 

Have all the children coped with this exercise? 

Did the children understand the rules of the game? 

Did the task proceed in a good atmosphere? 


